Studs have swaged ends to fit inside the track so that both studs & tracks are the same width to assist in providing as flush a finish as is possible.

Vertical Double stud fixed to Deflection Head Track through slotted holes using 2 No 5.5 x 25mm tek screws (EOS-1005 or similar approved). Screws fixed central in slot to allow +/- 25mm of movement UNO.

DHT for use with raking pitches up to 5 degrees. If pitch >5deg, use DHB.

NOTE: DOUBLE STUDS ARE MANUFACTURED AT 175mm WIDE AS STANDARD TO ENCAPSULATE A BRICK TIE CHANNEL POSITION.

DOUBLE STUDS CAN BE MANUFACTURED BETWEEN 100mm and 225mm WIDE FOR NON-STANDARD APPLICATIONS. PLEASE ENQUIRE WITH EOS.